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Artful

Despite the air laden with poll acrimony and fumes of public dissent blowing in from
the nearby Shaheen Bagh, the 12th edition of the India Art Fair in the capital was a
breeze. The arterati descended in droves onto the most fashionable art event of the
country to enjoy an art spread that may have been leaner than before but was a
visual treat all the same.
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K orean artist Sun Tae Hwang's hugely appreciated works from the series The Sunny

Room had hyperreal patches of sunlight streaming into grey rooms. The clever idea

of backlighting was epiphanic like, well, a beam of light.

Contemporary Madhubani artist Avinash Karn's Nataraja is created using the tantric

symbols of the Lingam and Yoni. The dynamic depiction of the androgynous

Ardhanarishwar in a phallic dancing form is a choreography of metaphors.

Gandhi's DC avatar 'Super Gandhi' was Debanjan Roy's quirky and playful yet richly
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symbolic depiction of the Mahatma as history's superhero

The accusatory movement of two pointing figures in Bangladeshi artist Promotesh Das

Pulak's kinetic sculpture titled, 'Untitled (Not my fault)', was a dark play on the conflicting

ideologies that define our times

Heavyweight Chinese dissident artist Ai Weiwei's recent work 'Martin' is a painstaking iron

casting of giant tree roots to depict a poem about trees communicating below the earth.

This one also shrieks in pain.
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A regular artist at the Art Fair, Tayeba Begum Lipi's work 'We Can't be the Same' had

realistic copper wire wigs evoking thoughts about vanity, diversity and also hair streaking.

Bangalore-based sculptor Siri Khandavilli's works reimagine the traditional feminine Chola

idols with elements of contemporary culture-cellphones and high-heeled pumps-

transforming their languid grace into an irreverent 'selfie-darshan'.
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Posted by

Snigdha Choudhury

The brilliance of the late sculptor Mrinalini Mukherjee is evident in her trademark hemp

fibre woven form of a zoomorphic figure titled 'Van Raja II '.
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